
RADIAL TIRe

Our MOst 
stable and resilient 

radial Yet.

L-5  Front-end Loaders and Graders
Many radials are known to sway under their loads, but 
not the RL51.™ Built with Yokohama’s industry-leading 
casing and belt package, it delivers the ultimate in 
rugged stability. Its cross-ply steel belts create a more 
rigid tire that remains stable under the heaviest loads, 
while also providing longer life and offering operators a 
more comfortable ride. 



M-368-0214

OTR Customer Service: 714-870-3888
Visit our website at: yokohamatire.com

diMensiOnal data

rl51 l-5

23.5R25 51501 CP * 99  19.50-2.5 65.3 24.4 29.1 27.3 1,097.13
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rl51™

The RL51™ is manufactured with an innovative non-directional 
tread design, allowing it to deliver excellent traction on the roughest 
terrain. It also offers lasting treadlife and casing life in tough off-road 
environments, and has the built-in side cut protection that high-cut 
applications demand. 

Greater stabilitY 
thrOuGh CuttinG-edGe teChnOlOGY.

NON-DIRECTIONAL BLOCK PATTERN  
delivers traction and stability as well as abrasion and cut 
resistance on rocky and gravel surfaces. This also offers the 
same performance in forward and reverse and allows for 
convenient tire rotation. 

BUTTRESS SIDE PROTECTION
offers thicker rubber on the upper sidewall and shoulder, 
protecting against outside damage resulting in fewer 
snags and cuts.  

.................................................................

ADVANCED BELT PACKAGE 
features multi-layer, cross-ply steel belts for improved stability 
and durability; a rubber bead filler also adds strength to 
minimize flexing for longer life. 

PerFOrManCe desiGned
FrOM the inside Out.

ENHANCED TREAD COMPOUND
has an advanced composition that provides outstanding wear 
and cut resistance.

HIGH TURN-UP CARCASS CONSTRUCTION  
protects against exterior damage and sidewall cuts; also offers 
greater lateral stiffness for better riding comfort.
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Unique Nylon Cord

High Turn-Up 
Carcass 

Construction 

Buttress Side
Protection Optimum Block Pattern 

Multiple Layers Of
Steel Belts

Flexible Belt Wire 

Hexagon Bead 
Construction 


